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The present invention is designed to im 

prove metal tile. These tiles are formed of 
sheet netal and preferably, coated with vit: 
reous enamel giving then the appearance of 
the ordinary tile. It is desirable in the for 
nation of such tile to provide a simple means 
of securing the tile to a backing so as to forn 
a tile wall and in order to improve the ap 
pearance by dividing the tile surface into sec 
tions as with ordinary tile it is desirable to 
separate the tile into units with a cement filler 
and where such filler is used it is necessary 
to lock the filler in place. This can prefer 
ably be Elity spacing the tile froin 
the backing. In arranging for such spacing 
a preferred means is to utilize the attaching 
lugs for accomplishing this spacing. The 
provision of this spacing not only forms the 
means for locking the cement EE the 
extension of the cement under the edges of 
the tile, but the cement forms a very secure 
seat for the tile, thus preventing any yield 
ing of the tile under pressure which would 
tend to loosen the cement and give an impres 
sion of lack of solidity of the wall. The in 
volution contemplates also the formation not 
only of single tile units with securing means 
but tile plates in which a plurality of units 
are formed and united. Preferably the 
units of these plates are separated so as to 
provide cement spaces corresponding to the 
cement between the plates. This arrange 
ment adds to the convenience and ease with 
which a wall may be formed. Features and 
details of the invention will appear from the specification and claims. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention 

is illustrated in the accompanying drawing as 
follows:- 

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of a tile 
plate. - 

Fig. 2 a perspective view of a wall struc 
ture with the tile in place. 

Fig. 3 a section on the line 3-8 in Fig.1. 
Fig. 4 an elevation of the tile plate. 
Fig. 5 an individual tile unit. 
Fig.6 a section on the line 6-6 in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 7 a section on the line 7-7 in Fig. 2. 
A marks a wall backing. This may be of 

any form suitable for receiving nails, or 

similar securing means and preferably is a 
closed backing at least at the points of sepa 
ration. The tile plate is made up of a nin 
ber of tile units 1. These tile units are flang 
ed around their edges at 2. Securing projec- 55 
tions 3 and 4 extend from the lodges of the 
plate. There are a plurality of these at the 
outer edge of each unit and they are off-set 
relatively to a central line similarly on all 
edges, so that the projections on each edge 60 
of each plate may underlie the adjacent plate. 
Tle isis 3 and 4 are beneath the plane of the plate and the plate is preferably spac 
ed from the back wall with such projections 
in engagement with the wall and this space 65 
affords a means by which the projections may be readily slipped under an adjacent 
plate and also is of very material advantage 
as hereinafter described. The units 1 have 
the cut-out spaces 5 between them and are 70 
connected at intervals at their adjoining cor 
ners by straps 6 and nearer the outer edges 
of the plate by straps 7. Cement 8 is forced 
into the spaces 5 and into spaces. 5a between 
the adjacent plates after the tile plates are 75 
secured to the wall backing. This cement 8 
under pressure as it is forced into the space 
flows into spaces 9 under the edges of the 
tile. Extensions 8a of cement form locks, or keys for anchoring the cement securely in 80 
the spaces and also form a close fitting seat 
for the tile so as to prevent any looseness 
of the tile, the cement forcing the tile out 
Wardly to take up any looseness. To this end 
the bridges 6 and 7 are comparatively narrow 85 
so that there may be no great length of the 
cement which is not supported by the ex tending lock. 

In Fig. 5 a single unit 10 is shown. With 
the exception of the projections 11 and 12 90 
for the straps 6 and 7 the unit 10 is similar 
to the unit 1. It is laid up in the same man 
ner as the tile plates, the spacing between 
the several tiles being filled with cement and 
having the locking extensions as with the 
tile plate. This unit is useful in filling out 
spaces of wall where less than an entire tile 
plate is required and, it desired, an entire 
wall may be laid up with the individual units. 
As before stated, the tile is preferably coated 00 



2 

with a vitreous enamel which may be made 
to correspond in color and surface texture 
with the ordinary vitreous tile. 
What I claim as new is:- 

5 1. A metal tile wall comprising a sup 
E; wall backing; metal tile plates, each aving a plurality of tile units spaced one 
from itle the plates being cut through 
between the units and having joining straps 

10 at intervals, said plates having securing pro 
jections along their edges, said joining straps 
and projections being under the plane of the 
plates, the projections of one plate underly 
ing an adjacent plate with a spacing in the 

15 manner of the spacing between the units; 
and a plastic filler in the spaces between the 
plates. - 

2. A metal tile wall comprising a support 
ing wall backing; metal tile plates, each hav 

20 ing a plurality of tile units spaced one from 
another, the plates being cut through be 
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tween the units, and having joining straps at intervals, said plates having securing pro 
jections along their edges, said joining straps 
and projections being under the plane of the 
plates, the projections of one plate underly 
ing.an adjacent plate with a spacing in the 
manner of the spacing between the units; 
and a plastic filler in the spaces between the 
plates, said filler extending under the plates 
seating the plates and locking the cement. 

3. A sheet metal tile plate having a plu 
rality of spaced tile units with inturned 
flanges at their edges, the inner edges of the 
flanges of the units being connected by the 
metal of the plate, portions of the metal in 
the spaces between the tile units being cut 
away and spacing the inturned flanges of 
the tile units from a backing to which the 
tile may be attached. 
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